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Introduction

Recently, the Consumer Federation of America (“CFA”) released a report entitled The Special Problem of Special Access, written by CFA’s research director Mark Cooper. In this report, Dr. Cooper claims that slashing special access prices by 50% will add $30 billion in economic output annually to the U.S. economy, or $150 billion over five years. Not surprisingly, Dr. Cooper’s figure has been heavily cited by those encouraging the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) to expand regulatory control over special access services, services that may be “deregulated” in metropolitan areas where certain competitive thresholds are satisfied.

Curious as to the methods CFA used to produce this claimed $150 billion benefit, I carefully studied Dr. Cooper’s analysis, which led to me a 2011 report by economist Stephen Siwek (of the consulting firm Economists Inc.) entitled Benefits of Special Access Price Reductions (“Siwek Report”). Dr. Cooper adopts both method and estimates from Siwek’s earlier study, so a review of Dr. Cooper’s analysis is really a review of Dr. Siwek’s analysis. In this PERSPECTIVE, I describe the calculations of the Siwek-Cooper Method (as I’ll call it) used to compute the economic benefits of reductions in special access prices. As I easily demonstrate, there are both significant conceptual and technical problems with the Siwek-Cooper Method. The conceptual underpinning of the method is logically inconsistent and leads to ridiculous policy prescriptions. Also, making relatively minor but valid adjustments to Siwek and Cooper’s assumptions turns an alleged multi-billion-dollar benefit from a special access price reduction into a multi-billion-dollar bust for the U.S. economy. Given such significant flaws, policymakers should weight both the CFA Report and the Siwek Report accordingly.

Background

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 directs the FCC to promote competition and reduce regulation. In response to that directive, in 1999 the Commission issued a decision granting regulated phone companies some flexibility in setting the prices for high-capacity circuits sold to businesses and other telecommunications firms—called special access services—in metropolitan areas where certain competitive triggers are
satisfied. The Commission did not generally deregulate special access services in 1999 as is often claimed; flexibility was conditional on meeting competitive thresholds. In fact, price regulation remains in force today in many geographic areas across the country.

... making relatively minor but valid adjustments to Siwek and Cooper's assumptions turns an alleged multi-billion-dollar benefit from a special access price reduction into a multi-billion-dollar bust for the U.S. economy.

Buyers of special access services, mostly other telecommunications firms, began their protest of the FCC’s pricing flexibility decision before the ink on the original Order was dry. A central criticism of the deregulatory approach is the validity of the competitive thresholds (set fifteen years ago) in modern times. For the past fifteen years, the Commission has contemplated a modification of its deregulatory approach but failed to move, mostly due to a paucity of evidence and plausible solutions. In December 2012, more than a decade after the proceeding was opened, the Commission acted, shuttering its pricing flexibility regime and initiating a search for an alternative regulatory approach for special access services; a service that generates about $18 billion annually for the incumbent phone companies. The FCC appears poised to vote on an outline of a new regulatory scheme in the coming weeks.

The Siwek-Cooper Method

While Dr. Cooper’s description of his calculation of the $150 billion in alleged benefits is characteristically a muddled mess, the algorithm used to estimate the broad economic effects of a 50% price cut on special access services is taken from an earlier report entitled Benefits of Special Access Price Reductions by Stephen Siwek (whom Dr. Cooper consistently calls “Spiwak,” which is perhaps a Freudian shout out to the President of the Phoenix Center, Lawrence Spiwak). Unlike the CFA Report, however, Siwek’s presentation is precise and thus easy to follow. Since the methods used across the two studies are identical, I will refer to the algorithm as the Siwek-Cooper Method, but it should be recognized that Dr. Cooper adds nothing new to Siwek’s methodology except to arbitrarily inflate the estimates to bring them forward to 2015.

Perhaps recognizing that elasticity falls at lower prices, the Siwek-Cooper Method avoids the consequences by assuming the elasticity is a constant -1.6 across the entire demand curve. This is an implausible assumption, well known to economists, but ensures that the computed quantity change for a large price reduction is enormous (thus, ensuring a large revenue increase).

The Siwek-Cooper Method uses regional impact multipliers to quantify broad economic effects. Multipliers are based on the theory that if industry spends a billion dollars on a project in a particular region, then the total economic benefits of that expenditures to that region are larger than just the $1 billion. The “new expenditure” to which the multiplier is applied is the alleged increase in total spending on (and thus total revenues from) special access services subsequent to a 50% price cut. The multipliers used are the RIMS multipliers produced by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (“BEA”).
The total economic effect \((T)\) of slashing special access prices is computed in the Siwek-Cooper Method using the formula,

\[
T = m(\Delta R) ,
\]

where \(m\) is the multiplier and \(\Delta R\) is the change in special access revenue (or expenditures by the buyers) resulting from a regulatory-mandated price cut. The output multiplier is assumed to be about 1.90, so the total effect is simply,

\[
T = 1.9\Delta R .
\]

This calculation is simple enough, at least as far as appearances go. There are, however, some technical details that pose problems with its internal validity and relevancy. Since \(\Delta R\) is the key input, I’ll focus my attention there.

... the Siwek-Cooper Method concludes that for a 50% price cut the number of special access circuits will triple. It’s a silly prediction based on an improper use of the constant elasticity demand function...

Estimating the Revenue Change

To see how \(\Delta R\) is estimated, consider Figure 1 where price is on the vertical and quantity is on the horizontal axis. The curve labeled \(D\) is a demand curve. Two-price-quantity combinations are illustrated: a high price outcome \((P_H, Q_H)\) and a low price outcome \((P_L, Q_L)\).

At the high price, total revenues on this good are equal to \(P_H \times Q_H\), which is equal to the two rectangles labeled \(ab\). Alternately, total revenues are equal to \(P_L \times Q_L\) at the low price, which is equal to the two rectangles labeled \(bc\). The change in revenues from a price cut, \(\Delta R\), is equal to the difference between these two outcomes, which is equal to \(\Delta R = a - c\). Plainly, for the price cut to increase revenues, and thus economic activity (by Equations 1 and 2), the rectangle \(c\) must be larger than the rectangle \(a\). Whether or not this condition is satisfied depends on the slope and shape of the demand curve.\(^{10}\)

Economic theory advises that total revenues will rise with a price cut if the demand curve is elastic (smaller than \(-1\)) over the range of prices considered.\(^{11}\) The Siwek-Cooper Method assumes, based on research from 2003, that the elasticity is \(-1.6\), which does indeed indicate that prices are in the elastic region of demand.\(^{12}\) However, elasticities are valid only for very small price changes. Also, the elasticity of demand is not expected to be constant across the full range of prices and is less elastic at lower prices.\(^{13}\)

Perhaps recognizing that elasticity falls at lower prices, the Siwek-Cooper Method avoids the consequences by assuming the elasticity is a constant \(-1.6\) across the entire demand curve. This is an implausible assumption, well known to economists, but ensures that the computed quantity change for a large price reduction is enormous (thus, ensuring a large revenue increase).
A serious problem with the Siwek-Cooper Method is that it views special access services as if they were homogenous goods sold in a centralized market. Yet, according to the FCC and those calling for increased regulation of special access services, the market for special access services is the individual “customer” or “location.” *** If true, then the calculations made by the Siwek-Cooper Method are invalid.

In order to maintain a constant elasticity, the constant elasticity demand curve is highly bowed and convex to the origin (see Figure 2). This bowed shape creates problems (or advantages for Siwek and Cooper) when analyzing very large price changes (like 50%). Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the constant-elasticity (labeled $D_{CE}$) and linear demand (labeled $D$) curves. For a price reduction from $P_H$ to $P_L$, the quantity changes from $Q_0$ to $Q_1$ in the linear case. However, the quantity changes from $Q_0$ to $Q_2$ for the constant elasticity demand curve. As the price changes get very large, the bowed nature of the constant elasticity demand curve begins to exert a significant influence on the quantity changes. For instance, the Siwek-Cooper Method assumes an own-price demand elasticity of -1.6, so for a 50% price cut the expected quantity increase would be 80% ($= -1.6 \times -0.5$). However, the constant-elasticity demand curve renders a quantity increase of a whopping 203%! That is, the Siwek-Cooper Method concludes that for a 50% price cut the number of special access circuits will triple.$^{14}$ It’s a silly prediction based on an improper use of the constant elasticity demand function; the quantity effect is also incompatible with the assumed demand elasticity.

![Figure 2. Functional Form](image)

Table 1 shows the nature of the problem in a useful way by contrasting the assumed elasticity and the effective elasticity, which is defined as the actual percentage change in quantity for a given percentage change in price.$^{15}$ As shown in the table, the effective elasticity of the constant-elasticity demand curve is not equal to the assumed elasticity of -1.6 except for very, very small price changes. Indeed, the effective elasticity departs from -1.6 even at a 1% price change. At the 50% price change assumed in the Siwek-Cooper Method, the effective elasticity is -4.06: a huge departure from the assumption of -1.6. This explains why a 50% price cut leads to a 203% increase in quantity in the Siwek study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Change</th>
<th>Constant Elasticity</th>
<th>Linear Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>-1.62</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-1.84</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20%</td>
<td>-2.15</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>-2.56</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>-3.16</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>-4.06</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>-5.55</td>
<td>-1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact of the matter is that we don’t have any idea what the demand curve for special access will look like in the region of a 50% price cut. It’s pure speculation. Economists do expect, however, that the demand curve becomes less elastic at lower prices, which is a feature of the linear demand curve and many other functional forms. Also, research that has attempted to estimate the shape...
of the demand curve across a wide range of prices finds that demand curves for telecommunications services do not maintain constant elasticity, but rather are quite inelastic at very low prices and quite elastic at very high prices.\textsuperscript{16} (That is, at very low prices consumers largely ignore price, and at very high prices consumers ignore the product.)

It’s the case that the constant-elasticity demand curve is used in econometric studies of demand, but mostly because it is somewhat standard procedure and a convenience since an elasticity (rather than the slope) is directly estimated by the statistical procedures. This empirical choice does not, however, imply that the demand curve has a constant elasticity across the full range of prices. It is well understood that when estimating a demand curve, especially of the constant-elasticity functional form,

\[
\text{one cannot accurately estimate an entire demand curve—instead, the goal is to obtain a good local estimate in the region of the data used for the estimation.}\textsuperscript{17}
\]

Economists and econometricians understand that the constant elasticity formulation is only an approximation and only “locally valid”—that is, the constant elasticity assumption is valid for only very small price changes (discussed more fully below) and also only for the range of prices included in the estimation dataset.

\textit{Sensitivity to Assumptions about Demand}

The Siwek-Cooper Method exploits the constant-elasticity demand curve to pump up the quantity increase and, in turn, the revenue consequences of a huge price cut; it’s a fairly obvious manipulation of the elasticity calculation. Let’s consider what happens to the estimate of benefits if we employ different but common forms of the demand curve as well as different assumptions about the elasticity of demand.

First, let’s benchmark the analysis with the Siwek-Cooper calculations. In the Siwek study, data on quantity (measured as DS0 equivalents) and price (average revenue per DS0 equivalent) for AT&T, Qwest, and Verizon is taken from ARMIS for year 2007, the last year this data is available. (Note, these measures of quantity and price measure neither quantity nor price.)\textsuperscript{18} Assuming a constant-elasticity demand curve and an elasticity of -1.6, Siwek computes a 203\% increase in quantity from a 50\% reduction in price (an effective elasticity of -4.1), leading to a revenue increase of about $9 billion in 2007.\textsuperscript{19} This figure is marked up to $11 billion for 2010 based on a growth factor of 6\% per year (a three-year growth of 19\%). The multiplier of 1.9 is applied to this number to produce a total economic harm of $20.6 billion. (These figures appear in Table IV-1 of the CFA Report, though the $9 billion revenue increase is incorrectly reported for 2010).\textsuperscript{20} Extending the Siwek calculations to the period 2011 through 2015 using the 6\% growth rate, the total economic gain of reducing prices 50\% is $125 billion.

\textit{In light of the empirical demands, the Siwek-Cooper Method is poorly designed and offers no compelling insights into the regulation of special access services.}

Second, let’s replace the constant-elasticity demand curve with a linear one. Using the quantity and price data from the Siwek study, I compute the parameters of the linear demand curve for each of the three incumbent phone companies given an elasticity of -1.6 at the current price.\textsuperscript{21} Using these demand curves, I compute the quantities for a 50\% reduction in price, which are, as expected, 80\% larger than the quantities at the higher price (\(= -1.6 \times -0.5\)). Following the Siwek-Cooper Method, I then multiply these larger quantities by the lower prices and compute that special access revenues are $2 billion lower in 2010, \textit{reducing} total economic activity (based on a multiplier of 1.9) by $4 billion annually.\textsuperscript{22} The 50\% price change is so large that demand becomes...
inelastic across the assumed change. Computing this loss over the 2011-2015 period (using Siwek’s 6% growth rate), the reduction in total economic activity from slashing special access prices by 50% is $24 billion. Thus, a simple yet equally valid assumption about the shape of the demand curve turns an economic benefit into an economic loss.23

Third, let’s replace the constant-elasticity demand curve with a semilog functional form \[ Q = f(\ln(P)) \]. Now, the change in revenues is about $1 billion in 2010. Over the period 2011 through 2015, the total economic impact would be about $13 billion, less than 10% of the impact asserted in the CFA Report—a difference based on nothing more than the use of an equally-plausible demand function.

Let’s turn now to the elasticity assumption. Studies relied upon by the CFA Report, including Rappaport, et al. (2003) and WIK Consult (2016), conduct simulations based on a demand elasticity of -1.0.24 Under this unit-elasticity assumption, the constant-elasticity demand curve renders equal revenues at all prices. Consequently, economic output is unaffected by the price cut if the elasticity is -1.0, so there is no economic effect of the price cut using the Siwek-Cooper Method. For the linear model, economic output is reduced by $61 billion over the five-year period; for the semilog function economic output is reduced by $37 billion over the five-year window.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional Form</th>
<th>Demand Elasticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant Elasticity</td>
<td>-1.6 \quad -1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>120 \quad 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semilog</td>
<td>13 \quad -61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 summarizes the results of these varied assumptions regarding functional form and demand elasticity. Plainly, the results are very sensitive to the assumptions, none of which has a firm empirical foundation. Importantly, the purpose of this exercise is not to suggest that slashing special access prices by 50% will reduce or expand output in the U.S. economy—the point of this analysis is just to show the Siwek-Cooper Method is a flimsy estimation technique. In light of the empirical demands, the Siwek-Cooper Method is poorly designed and offers no compelling insights into the regulation of special access services.

There is No Demand Curve for Special Access

A serious problem with the Siwek-Cooper Method is that it views special access services as if they were homogenous goods sold in a centralized market. Yet, according to the FCC and those calling for increased regulation of special access services, the market for special access services is the individual “customer” or “location.”25 A recent filing by INCOMPAS, a proponent of special access regulation, explicitly addresses the market definition, describing the market for special access services as an “end-user location or cell tower.”26 If true, then the calculations made by the Siwek-Cooper Method are invalid. There is no demand curve like that envisioned in the Siwek-Cooper Method.

The implications of the “customer specific” market definition was covered in detail in a paper I co-authored a few years ago entitled, Market Definition and the Economic Effects of Special Access Price Regulation.27 As discussed in that paper, if the market is narrowly defined as a customer or location (i.e., a cell tower), in which a circuit (or collection of circuits) is exchanged, then there is countervailing market power on the buyer’s side.
There is a bilateral monopoly. As we explained in the paper, even in the presence of a monopoly seller price regulation cannot increase economic welfare.

In fact, our paper shows why the entire special access debate is simply a squabble over rents between buyers and sellers. Given a customer or location specific market, economic theory shows clearly that a mandated price cut for special access services can only reduce total economic welfare. Applying the standard, variable quantities framework to special access services is completely off track. The manner in which market power and regulation of special access services is talked about in the FCC record is completely at odds with the FCC’s market definition.

Copying Siwek, Sort Of

As discussed above, the CFA Report borrows the methodology of the Siwek study, extrapolating Siwek’s estimate from 2010 to the 2011-2015 timeframe. However, the details of the extrapolation are unclear. Dr. Cooper merely declares, without supporting calculations, that the average revenue change over the period is $15 billion annually. Applying the growth factor used by Siwek (6% per year), the average over the 2011-2015 period is $13 billion, not $15 billion as assumed in the CFA Report.

It’s not clear from the discussion of this extrapolation that Dr. Cooper really understands the Siwek method. For example, it appears he believes the $15 billion are “excess earnings,” rather than an expansion of expenditures on special access services. Recognizing that the discussion in the report regarding the $15 billion figure may simply be unclear, I politely requested from Dr. Cooper more details on the source of his $15 billion figure. That number is, after all, the most important number in the calculation of the $150 billion benefit. My email request was simple enough:

On p. 33 of your report, you list $15 billion in excess earnings. I don’t see where that number came from. What’s its source?  

Shortly after the request was made, I received the following response from Dr. Cooper:

George, you are really the most careless analyst I have met in my 35 years in Washington. Last time we crossed paths, you totally misquoted the FCC analysis of wireless, futilely trying to criticize my analysis. Here again, you err. The words you attribute to me do not appear on page 36 there or anywhere else in the document. I talk about overcharges and macroeconomic costs of $15 billion each and make it clear that excess profits are difficult to estimate. I will not let you get away with this crap. I have preserved this thread and will gladly use it to launch my rebuttal of your response to my analysis, if you are not more careful.

As is typical with Dr. Cooper, his response is vitriolic and unprofessional; it is also non-responsive. Nevertheless, Dr. Cooper again describes the $15 billion as “overcharges.” Yet, the $15 billion in the Siwek-Cooper Method is actually an undercharge, since the figure is based on an increase (not a decrease) in expenditures. Undeterred (perhaps foolishly), I repeated my request, reiterating that the number in question is on page 33 of the report not page 36 and quoting the actual sentence (“Since these excessive earnings have been rising rapidly, assuming an average of $15 billion per year . . .”). As of this writing, Dr. Cooper has yet to respond.

Internal Inconsistency, Ridiculous Prescriptions

Price cuts affect revenues in every industry, so the claim they do so for special access services is uninteresting from a policy perspective. The effects of market power are properly assessed by welfare or surplus changes, not revenue changes. Revenues changes need not say much about changes in economic welfare. As detailed above, under the Siwek-Cooper Method the “benefits” from slashing special access prices has nothing to do with market power or economic
welfare, it has mostly to do with the elasticity of demand and the particular functional form chosen by the analyst.

... the Siwek-Cooper Method prescribes a policy where the FCC should raise or lower prices for all goods and services it regulates so that the resulting demand elasticity is exactly -1.0. Such a policy prescription is ludicrous, revealing the inherent economic ignorance embodied in the Siwek-Cooper Method.

In fact, by looking at revenue changes the Siwek-Cooper Method suffers from an internal inconsistency. This method depends on revenue increases from price cuts, so the method requires a large elasticity. We can see the role elasticity plays in revenue changes by looking at the formula calculating the percentage change in revenue from a very small percentage change in price:

\[ \% \Delta R = (\varepsilon + 1) \% \Delta P, \]  

where \( \varepsilon \) is the own-price elasticity of demand. The larger (more negative) is \( \varepsilon \), the larger is change in revenues for a price change. Equation (1) says the larger is \( \Delta R \), the greater are the economic gains from a price cut, so, by Equation (3), the more elastic is demand the larger are the economic effects of a price cut. This logic is illustrated in Table 2 where the economic gains are computed at two different elasticities.

Now let’s turn to the CFA Report’s discussion of market power. Presented in the report is the Lerner Index of market power, which can be written as

\[ \frac{P - C}{P} = \frac{1}{|\varepsilon|}, \]  

which is the inverse elasticity rule.\(^3\) Equation (4) shows that market power declines as the elasticity of demand gets larger (in absolute value).

The internal conflict of the Siwek-Cooper Method is apparent. On the one hand, the Siwek-Cooper Method requires a big elasticity to produce a big increase in revenues and, in turn, a big increase in economic output. But, on the other hand, economic theory indicates that the more elastic is the demand curve, the less market power there is.

Figure 3 illustrates the confused nature of the Siwek-Cooper Method. The absolute value of the elasticity of demand is measured along the horizontal axis. As the (absolute value of the) elasticity gets larger, revenues rise by a larger percentage, implying the total economic benefits of a price cut as measured by the Siwek-Cooper Method are larger (by Equation 1). Yet, as the (absolute value of the) elasticity gets larger, market power, as measured by the Lerner Index, gets smaller. Indeed, a big number from the Siwek-Cooper Method could be taken to imply that there is not enough market power to warrant regulatory intervention.

Equation (4) also reveals why the constant-elasticity of demand assumption is silly. If the elasticity is equal at all prices, then market power, as measured by Lerner Index, is unchanged after a 50% price cut. So, if regulation is intended to control market power, a regulatory-mandated
50% price fails to accomplish the task according the Siwek-Cooper Method. Plainly, it’s a senseless methodology.

In addition to this internal inconsistency, the Siwek-Cooper Method leads to ridiculous policy prescriptions. As detailed above, the method holds that regulatory-mandated price reductions are valuable to the U.S. economy when demand for a good or service is elastic. By the same token, a price increase will be good for the U.S. economy when the demand for a good or service is inelastic, since revenues will rise with prices in the inelastic region of demand. Consequently, the Siwek-Cooper Method prescribes a policy where the FCC should raise or lower prices for all goods and services it regulates so that the resulting demand elasticity is exactly -1.0. Such a policy prescription is ludicrous, revealing the inherent economic ignorance embodied in the Siwek-Cooper Method.

The internal conflict of the Siwek-Cooper Method is apparent. On the one hand, the Siwek-Cooper Method requires a big elasticity to produce a big increase in revenues and, in turn, a big increase in economic output. But, on the other hand, economic theory indicates that the more elastic is the demand curve, the less market power there is.

Conclusion

Big numbers are a laxative for political action, so Washington loves big numbers. If you want action, then you need to be too big to fail, too big to pass up, or too big to ignore. A problem with this big-number mindset is that often very little attention is given to the details of where these big numbers come from, especially since today’s policy debates mostly occur in an economics-free zone.

In this PERSPECTIVE, I provide a detailed review of the Consumer Federation of America’s attempt to calculate a “big number” in the context of the FCC’s development of a new regulatory scheme for special access services. As shown here, CFA’s claim is based on a method that is internally inconsistent, economically unsound, and computationally flimsy. Justifiable changes in CFA’s assumptions results in multi-billion-dollars reductions in economic output and the method leads to ridiculous policy prescriptions.

Is there market power in special access markets? Perhaps. But poorly crafted and clumsily implemented efforts to measure revenue changes are entirely unhelpful. What the Commission needs to know is how to properly define market power in these markets, “how much” market power there is, and if the answer is “a lot,” then what regulations, if any, can be designed and implemented that will make society better off. Thus far, the Commission and the advocates for more regulation have no reasonable plan.

By far, however, the most critical misunderstanding in the Commission’s thinking is its failure to trace out the implications of its choice for market definition. If special access services are sold in markets defined as individual customers, then there is countervailing market power. Economic theory indicates that regulation cannot improve economic welfare under such conditions. Nevertheless, the Commission, the alleged “expert” agency, blindly proceeds to develop regulations incompatible with its own characterization of special access services.
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